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SPORTS
BETTING

Bookies favour Jimmy Barry-Murphy and Cork to prevail against
Limerick in their NHL clash.

Peter McNamara

LAST
WEEK

Things are beginning to go downhill fast at Winter Olympics
THERE is no real reason for us to know
this, but there are two types of skiing,
Nordic and Alpine.
Nordic includes those long slogs

cross country, sometimes with a rifle
slung over a shoulder, startling hares,
and is done by people with forearms
large enough to chop down trees.
Alpine is where you perch yourself on

top of a steep slope, push off, and pre-
tend you’re James Bond. Alpine skiers
often make a pun of the word “piste”.
If this leaves the impression that the

closer you get to the Arctic Circle, the
grimmer the snow pursuits, you would
almost be right, however two words
blow this theory out of the slush ice:
ski jump.
Norwegians were the first people to

build a ramp and throw themselves
down it, but anyone from any country
can participate in ski jumping: the
challenge is landing without mangling
your body.
To set yourself up for a trip down the

slope you must first squat down and
hover as if you are attempting to take a
number two on a public toilet with no
seat. After that, gravity plays a bigger
part than you do.
When you reach the end of the ramp,

you will, inevitably, be launched into the
air. What to do next is a mystery to
someone as unaccustomed to snow as
I am, but if you do happen to catch a
glance of your backside as you hurtle
through the air, you might as well blow
a kiss at it.

Many people have asked my just how
do ski jumpers manage to increase the
distance jumped?
A website devoted to the sport says

they use their body and skis, which
doesn’t precisely explain how
Norwegian Johan Remen Evensen has
managed to loft himself 15 metres fur-
ther than anyone else (he is the only
man to leap past 800 feet).

Yet the most famous ski jumper is not
the man who jumped the farthest, but
Eddie “The Eagle” Edwards.
Most people remember Eddie as an

amateur who decided one day to enter
the ski jump for the 1988 Olympics in
Calgary. But the background to his
story was is not only held the British
record going into the Games, but he
also almost qualified for the 1984
Olympics as a downhill skier.
His lack of success endeared him to

people all across the globe (he finished
last in both events he entered) and the
worse he did, the more popular he
became — he recorded two hit songs in
Finland, despite not speaking Finnish.
Up until this year at the Olympics,

women didn’t participate in what is

possibly the most deranged human
pursuit officially sanctioned by the IOC.
They began on Tuesday, but it is the

lads who take centre stage again this
weekend. Austrian Andreas Wank
(40/1) is our favourite competitor in the
large hill category, but Poland's Kamil
Stoch (5/4) won gold on the normal hill
last weekend and is favourite again.
Switzerland's Simon Ammann, won

both individual ski jumps at Salt Lake
City in 2002 and Vancouver four years
ago and despite being 4/1 with Paddy
Power, he is much bigger elsewhere.
Recommendation: Simon Ammann

to win ski jumping gold tomorrow at
26/1 with Ladbrokes. That’s a huge
price for the reigning champ ad
four-time gold medallist.

Cork soccer treble
LOCAL SOCCER: LADBROKES are
offering punters 5-1 about a local
soccer treble comprising of St Mary’s,
Everton and Avondale United.
St Mary’s are 1-2 to topple Douglas
Hall, 4-1, and the draw is 11-4.
Avondale may come in for support at
8-11 to overcome Rockmount, 11-4,
while the draw is available at 12-5.
Elsewhere, Everton are 11-10 to beat
Midleton, rated as a 7-4 chance and the
draw is 23-10.
UCC are also virtually unbackable at
1-4 against 7-1 pokes Bandon. The
draw is 7-2.

Bookies
put their
faith in a
Cork win
IN contrast to the views ofmany
pundits thisweek, it seemsCork
are odds-on favourites to post
maximum points on the board
from their Allianz National
Hurling League Division 1B
meeting with Limerick at Páirc
Uí Rinn tomorrow night.
It was unusual to find that a lot of

commentators appear to be expecting the
visitors to storm the Leeside castle and
the rest seem undecided as to what the
outcome may well be.
Despite all of that, the layers, who, let's

be entirely honest, are correct far more
times than they are wrong, feel Cork will
prevail, especially skyBET with that par-
ticular firm pitching the Rebels at 2-5, the
tightest odds' margin in the industry.
However, Jimmy Barry-Murphy's

outfit are a best-available 1-2 with Boyles
and Ladbrokes.
TJ Ryan's side, meanwhile, can be sup-

ported at skyBET's 11-5 which is bound to
draw bettors' attentions if the midweek
theories that were bandied about are
anything to go by.
The draw, additionally, is 10-1 with

skyBET, BetVictor and Paddy Power.
And, as it happens, that quote should

not to be dismissed as this contest could
be an incredibly tight encounter.
Boyles are laying 11-10 about Cork win-

ning by four ormore points, Power's 10-11
are the top odds around on Limerick in
receipt of three imposed points and the
same Irish firm have the handicap bet-
ting draw at 11-1.

Power also has a winning margin
market on the tie with Cork 7-2 to beat
their opponents by 1-3 points, 4-1 to pre-
vail by 4-6 and 5-1 to defeat their rivals by
7-9.
However, it must be said Power's 14-1

that Cork win by 16+ has got to be one of
the most laughable quotes noticed in a
long time.
Surely such an unlikely scenario

should be at least 25-1/33-1. The exact
reverse possibility is 50-1.
The Cork/Cork double result also

comes across as quite short at Power's
10-11 while the Rebels are 4-1 to win from
a trailing position at half-time.
Limerick to be in front at the end of

both halves is an 11-2 chance while the
draw/draw double result is 50-1 with the
firm in question.
Overall, though, it is probably best to

steer your punting attentions away from
that clash.
The Cork-Limerick contest is simply

one of those awkward fixtures whereby a
watching brief for future pointers is ad-
vised instead.
However, there are two bets in the

Allianz NHL Division 1A to consider this
weekend.
Firstly, Tipp, also playing tomorrow

night, should have too much attacking
nous for Waterford to handle and Eamon
O'Shea's men are expected to overcome
the Déise by at least five points in the
section.
Also, Kilkenny should be backed to

bring Clare down a peg or two on Sunday
afternoon.
Boyles' 8-11 about the Cats winning the

game appeals enormously when
Kilkenny's early-season hunger is
factored into the equation.
Power's quote of 8-13 seems closer to the

mark.
Additionally, I would not put anybody

off a match betting Tipp-Kilkenny double
at the best available combined odds.

Recommendations
Tipp -4, 1pt 11-10 Paddy Power;
Kilkenny, 3pts 8-11 Boyles.

THE concession of an
additional-time goal at
the end of last Sunday’s
Allianz NFL Division 1
tie against Kildare cost
punters dearly as Cork
were trusted to win -1
(2pts 10-11 general).
It seemed the Rebels
were home and hosed
to cover the imposed
deficit which was
frustrating.

Last Instalment bets
HORSE RACING: THERE has been
money for Last Instalment in the
Cheltenham Gold Cup outright market.
Bobs Worth is the 9-4 market leader
however Last Instalment is now no
greater than 9-1 but is as low as
Coral’s 6-1 to win the race.
Silviniaco Conti is the 7-2
second-favourite.
Cue Card is thrown in next in the
betting at 8-1.
First Lieutenant is 16s, Harry Topper
can be backed at 25-1 as can The
Giant Bolster who may excel again.

Irish are title fancies
RUGBY UNION: FRANCE, Ireland and
England are disputing Six Nations
outright favouritism after Wales were
usurped as market leaders.
In fact, the majority of firms have
installed Ireland as the favourites now
but Stan James are laying a standout
2-1.
France are generally 15-8 and England,
who are expected to defeat Ireland, are
11-4 with Ladbrokes.
Wales’ odds range from 9-1 to an
industry-high quote of Ladbrokes’ 14-1.
Minnows Italy and Scotland,
understandably, are available to punt
on at 5000-1.

England favourites
to topple Ireland
RUGBY UNION: EARLY prices have
been released by the bookmakers for
Ireland’s meeting with England at
Twickenham on Saturday week and the
visitors are least fancied by BETFRED
and Stan James.
The aforementioned firms are laying
15-8 about an Ireland victory however,
Boyles are pitching the side at just 6-4.
England are 8-15 with Boyles to earn a
valuable win while the draw is 22-1 with
BETFRED and Paddy Power.
Additionally, Ireland can also be
supported at 10-11 +5 points.


